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Abstract 

This Thesis describes the development of the KTH/Stockholm nanofabrication process 
for diffractive soft x-ray optics. The effort is motivated by the need for and requirement of 
specially designed diffractive optics and test objects for compact x-ray microscopy as well 
as optics for other applications such as phase imaging. The optics have been fabricated in-
house, in the KTH Nanofabrication Laboratory. 

The nanofabrication process is based on electron-beam lithography in combination with 
reactive ion etching (RIE) and nickel electroplating. This process has successfully been 
used for the fabrication of micro zone plates, condenser zone plates, diffractive optical 
elements for differential-interference microscopy, and different test structures. Optics with 
electroplated feature sizes down to 25 nm have been fabricated with high aspect-ratios. 
Special consideration has been given the reproducibility and optimization of the process 
parameters. This is essential for improving the yield and quality of the fabricated optics. 
The work includes, e.g., improved e-beam writing strategies and controlled electroplating. 
Furthermore, a high diffraction efficiency is necessary for our applications, which are 
based on compact low-power sources. This requires the fabrication of optics with a high 
and uniform aspect ratio. For this purpose the electroplating process step has been 
improved with an in-situ light-transmission-based thickness control method for optimum 
mold filling, and pulse and pulse-reverse techniques for uniform plating. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1  Microscopy 

Our present understanding and knowledge of our physical and biological world is to a 
significant extent due to the possibility to study features smaller than what is visible with 
the human eye. The different microscopy techniques available today allow, e.g., imaging 
spanning from atoms to grains in materials and from molecules to functional units in 
biology. 

The invention of the compound light microscope dates back to the end of the sixteenth 
century.  The original construction, with a light source, a condenser and imaging optics, 
was similar to the visible light microscopes we have today. Improved lenses and the 
development of suitable theory lead to the first diffraction-limited microscope in 1886, 
constructed by Carl Zeiss and Ernst Abbe. By then it was clear that the highest obtainable 
resolution was limited by far-field diffraction to 

 0.61R
NA

=
λ , (1.1) 

where R is the resolution, λ is the wavelength of the light, and NA is the numerical 
aperture of the lens. For state-of-art objectives, operated with water or oil immersion, a 
maximum numerical aperture of approximately 1.4 can be obtained. Thus, with traditional 
visible light microscopes a resolution of ~250 nm can be reached.  

As seen in Eq. (1.1), the resolution can be improved if the wavelength is decreased. 
Shortly after the discovery of x-rays by Röntgen in 18951 it was proposed to use x-rays to 
reach higher resolution in microscopy. However, the lack of suitable optics for this 
wavelength region held the development back. Another technique, electron microscopy, 
would lead microscopy towards higher resolution.2 After some initial problems of 
designing electron optics that could focus the charged electrons into a small spot, the 
electron microscope rapidly became a versatile tool. Today, commercial electron 
microscopes specialized for different fields such as material research and biology are 
available and are used as standard instruments along with the optical microscopes in the 
laboratories. The resolution in electron microscopy varies with microscope type and with 
application. It is often in the sub 5 nm range, but atomic resolution can be reached with 
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

transmission electron microscopes when crystalline materials are viewed along the lattice 
planes to enhance the contrast.3

Resolution is not the only one of the issues in microscopy. To distinguish any structures a 
contrast mechanism is needed. If the features of interest are not located on the surface of 
the sample penetration depth is important. In the study of cells for example, the object is 
several micrometers thick and therefore a large penetration depth is required. In the case 
of electron microscopy the natural contrast in biological applications is low and the 
electrons have a limited penetration depth. Therefore, the biological specimen must be 
dehydrated and stained to enhance the natural contrast, and thinned before imaging.4 This 
harsh treatment can distort the specimen. Visual light microscopy can image samples 
several microns thick but, in addition to the limited resolution, it suffers from low 
absorption which results in a poor contrast. Techniques such as phase contrast, dark field, 
and fluorescence microscopy, have been developed to overcome some of these limitations. 

Many techniques have been developed to improve microscopic imaging. One of them is 
soft x-ray microscopy. It is a promising technique for transmission imaging of biological 
samples with several benefits compared to visible light and electron microscopy. 

 

1.2  Soft X-Ray Microscopy 

Soft x-ray microscopy with zone plates as objectives can provide higher resolution than 
visible light microscopy.5 Transmission through thick samples such as cells is possible 
since the absorption is low. Furthermore, there is a natural contrast between carbon and 
water. This provides a contrast mechanism for imaging of biological specimen so there is 
no need for staining as in electron microscopy. This is true for the spectral range between 
the K absorption edges of oxygen (λ=2.28 nm) and carbon (λ=4.37 nm), which is referred 
to as the water window. The resolution in these microscopes is today limited to ~20 nm. 
The limitation is not due to the wavelength of the x-rays, but to the smallest structure in 
the zone plate lens that is used as optics. The resolution issues of the zone-plate optics are 
discussed in Chapt. 2. 

1.2.1  History 

In 1952 Wolter presented the first microscope operated at water window wavelengths.6 
The x-ray optics in this microscope consisted of grazing-incidence mirrors. Zone plates 
had been discussed as an alternative7 but no fabrication methods where available at that 
time. More than twenty years would pass before the first zone-plate-based microscope was 
demonstrated at the synchrotron facility in Berlin in 1976.8 It had a condenser zone plate 
for focusing the light on the sample and an objective micro zone plate for imaging onto 
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the detector. The zone plates where fabricated with holography-lithographic methods.9 
This was the first time it was shown that the achievable resolution in x-ray microscopy was 
at least as good as its visible-light counterpart. Since then the field of x-ray microscopy has 
expanded and today soft x-ray microscopes are operational at several synchrotron 
facilities. Among those are Bessy II in Germany, Stony Brook in New York, ALS in 
California, and Arhus in Denmark. New microscopes are installed or under construction, 
e.g., at Elletra in Italy, Solei in France, and a second microscope at ALS in California. 

1.2.2  Compact Soft X-Ray Microscopy 

Research in the field of x-ray microscopy is predominantly performed at synchrotron 
radiation facilities. It has been of interest to develop a small-scale source that can bring the 
applications to smaller laboratories. This would not only contribute to the expansion of 
this scientific field itself but also make soft-x-ray microscopy accessible to the large 
biological community. One alternative is a liquid-jet-target laser-plasma source.10 The 
emission from a laser-plasma consists of continuous bremsstrahlung and element-
characteristic line emission. The flux and brightness of these sources are not as high as 
that of a synchrotron, but it is an attractive alternative because of its low cost and small 
size. Depending of the chosen target liquid, high-brightness x-ray flux can be generated in 
the water-window at specific emission lines. Carbon and nitrogen are two materials that 
have strong line emission in the water window. Carbon has a hydrogen-like line at λ=3.37 
nm, nitrogen has a hydrogen-like line at λ=2.48 nm and a helium-like line at λ=2.88 nm. 

Compact microscopes based on such sources have been the focus of the soft x-ray 
microscope development at the Division of Biomedical and X-Ray Physics at the Royal 
Institute of Technology (KTH). The first x-ray microscope utilizing a compact source with 
performance approaching that of synchrotron-based instruments was demonstrated with a 
liquid-ethanol laser-plasma.11 Further developments lead to the liquid-nitrogen target 
based source12 and a second microscope.13 The ethanol-source microscope incorporated a 
multilayer mirror as condenser. For the nitrogen wavelengths a condenser zone plate was 
used since there is presently no suitable multilayer optics available.   

Figure 1.1 shows the arrangement of the nitrogen-source-based x-ray microscope. Starting 
from the left, the laser-plasma source is emitting in a broad spectrum with spectral peaks 
at characteristic wavelengths. Zone plates are highly chromatic and therefore spectral 
filtering is needed to provide monochromatic illumination of the sample before imaging 
with the micro zone plate objective (MZP). Some filtering is provided by the chromium, 
which also blocks scattered green light from the laser. The condenser zone plate (CZP) 
then focuses the x-rays into several diffraction orders (See Sect. 2.1 for extensive 
discussion on diffraction orders). The zeroth order must be blocked with a central stop on 
the condenser zone plate. The first order is used for illumination and the sample is placed 
in the focus of the first order. Higher orders are spread out and only illuminate the sample 
as a slight background. When a nitrogen plasma source is used, focuses from all emitted 
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spectral lines are present on the optical axis near the first order focus of the condenser 
zone plate. These must be eliminated to obtain the monochromatic illumination needed 
for imaging with the highly chromatic objective zone plate. This is done by placing an 
order-sorting aperture (OSA) in near proximity of the sample, i.e., the CZP with the 
central stop and the OSA together serve as an order sorter and a linear monochromator. 
The sample is then imaged with the MZP onto an x-ray sensitive charge-coupled device 
(CCD) detector. 

Source

CZP with
central stop Sample MZP CCDOSA

Cr-filter

 

Figure 1.1. Layout of the compact x-ray microscope. 

  

 

1.3  Fabrication of Zone Plates at KTH 

The optics along with the sources are key elements for the development of x-ray 
microscopes. Before the in-house fabrication was initiated at KTH with this Thesis work, 
zone plates from the group lead by G. Schmahl, Forschungseinrichtung Röntgenphysik, 
Göttingen, was used. However, the need of specially designed optics, long-term supply, and 
the possibility to develop new types of optics motivated the start-up of our in-house 
fabrication at KTH. 

The initial focus of the in-house fabrication was to develop a process suitable for zone-
plate fabrication. Today, electron-beam lithography in combination with other processing 
techniques from the integrated-circuit industry, have become the choice for fabrication. 
Therefore, the establishment of the Nanofabrication Laboratory at KTH in 1998 with its 
electron-beam lithography system and other basic nanofabrication equipment was 
instrumental for our zone plate fabrication effort. It was clear that the fabrication of these 
optics is difficult. Groups fabricating these optics had been developing the processes 
under a long period of time and have used slightly different approaches. In our choice of 
fabrication process we studied the different approaches to find one that met the demands 
of compact x-ray microscopy. A background to this choice is given in Sect. 3.1. 
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1.4  Overview of this Thesis 

In this Thesis the fabrication of zone plates for the compact x-ray microscope is 
described.  Chapter 2 describes basic zone plate properties, such as diffraction orders, 
diffraction efficiency, and possible resolution. For the understanding of the requirements, 
limitations and possibilities of the nanofabrication methods, the tolerances of zone-pattern 
placement are also discussed. Chapter 3 gives an introduction and overview of the 
nanofabrication methods used for zone-plate fabrication. Within the discussions of 
different process step, experimental results for the individual process steps are also 
presented. Electron-beam lithography, which is the main patterning process step, is 
discussed from the perspective of zone-plate fabrication. Other process steps, such as 
reactive ion etching, vapor deposition, and electroplating, are treated as well. Finally, 
Chapt. 4 presents the fabricated optics and results regarding imaging properties and 
diffraction efficiency measurements. In addition, test samples for the microscope, i.e., 
Siemenstars and gratings are also presented in Chapt. 4. 

 





 

 

Chapter 2  

Zone Plate Optics 

Soft x-ray radiation cannot be focused by conventional refractive lenses as visible light. In 
this wavelength region the real part of the refractive index is close to unity, which results 
in impractically long focal lengths. Furthermore, absorption is high for all materials, which 
would result in low efficiency for refractive-type lenses. Therefore, other optics must be 
used. The best choice for high-resolution imaging in the soft x-ray spectral range is to use 
zone plates (see Fig. 2.1), which focus the x-ray radiation by diffraction. A zone plate has 
imaging properties similar to a refractive glass lens, apart from its considerable chromatic 
aberration. The theory of zone plates is a well described in literature. Therefore, the 
presentation here is brief and given without proof. Further details and more rigorous 
calculations can be found in Refs. 14, 15, 16. 

An important remark to the derivations of the zone plate properties below is that it is 
assumed that the zone plate can be regarded as optically thin, i.e., the zone plate has 
negligible thickness compared to its zone widths. As it becomes clear in the derivation of 
optimal zone height, the profile is clearly not thin. However, a more rigorous calculation, 
where couple-wave theory is applied, shows that at the aspect ratios and with the near-
normal-incidence angles of used here, the thin approximation gives a sufficiently correct 
description for the optics that are presented within this Thesis.17

2.1 Zone Plate Basics 

The zone plate is built up by a periodical structure of opaque (or phase shifting as 
discussed in Sect. 2.2) and transparent circular zones, where the period of the structure 
decreases with increasing radius. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic image of a zone plate. The 
radius that defines the n’th boundary between an opaque and a transparent zone is defined 
as rn, where n is an integer running from 1 for the innermost to N for the outermost zone. 
The width of a particular zone located between rn and rn-1 is denoted drn. Typical outermost 
zone widths drN for the zone plates presented in this Thesis are between 25 to 50 nm. 

7 
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dr
n

r
N

r
N

 

Figure 2.1. Front and cross-sectional view of a zone plate. The radius for the innermost zone r1, 
outermost radius rN and zone width drn for the n’th zone are shown. 

Below a hands-on derivation of the expression for the zone placement is given. Consider 
the optical-path diagram shown in Fig. 2.2. Let S denote a point source that emits 
radiation with wavelength λ. The source should be imaged at a point P by a zone plate 
placed at O between S and P. The zone plate is centered on and perpendicular to the 
optical axis SP. The geometry is radially symmetric. 

S
a b PO

r
n+2

r
n

 

Figure 2.2. A diagram indicating the optical path lengths between the source point S and image 
point P via a zone boundary pair at radii rn and rn+2. 

Consider a wave originating from S. It will interact with the zone plate, e.g., in some point 
at a radius r. Each such point can considered a Huygens-Fresnel secondary-wavelet source, 
which contributes to the amplitude at P. Depending on the total optical path length from 
S to P, the wavelets will reach P with different phase and amplitude. The composite 
amplitude at P can be found by integrating over all optical paths, with appropriate 
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amplitudes and phases. If we restrict ourselves to the case where the radius r is much less 
than a or b, then the amplitude can be treated as constant, and only the phase differences 
need to be considered.  

From optical paths shown in Fig. 2.2 it is clear that with increasing radius the phase at P 
will oscillate between 0 and 2π, resulting in constructive and destructive interference. By 
blocking the contributions having, e.g., phases between 0 and π with opaque zones, only 
contributions adding constructively at P will be transmitted.  For this purpose each new 
zone must represent an optical path-length increase of nλ/2 compared to the optical path 
length at the optical axis. The zone radii can now be determined by the Pythagorean 
theorem,  

 2 2 2 2

2n n
na r b r a b+ + + = + +
λ

. (2.1) 

Solving for rn we get 

 
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4

2
2

1 13
4 8

1
2

n

n a b ab n ab a b n a b n
r

a b n

+ + + + + + +
=

⎛ ⎞+ +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

1
64

λ λ λ

λ

λ
. (2.2) 

If a is much less than b, and introducing the focal length of the zone plate as 
1/a+1/b=1/f, Eq. (2.2) can be simplified to 

 
2 2

2

4n
nr n f= +
λλ . (2.3) 

Another important consequence of the optical-path-length calculation is that the 
requirement of constructive interference is fulfilled also on other points than P on the 
optical axis. These points represent higher-order foci of order m (m is an integer) and are 
located at a distance b/m from O. They can be introduced into Eq. 2.2 just by replacing n 
with n⋅m. For the ideal Fresnel zone plate it can be shown that the even orders (m even) 
cancel out. Figure 2.3 illustrates how the different orders are located along the optical axis. 
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m=-1

m=0

m=3

m=1

m=-3

m=-5

�

f

m=5

 

Figure 2.3. Focusing with a zone plate into the first three odd diffraction orders. The focal length 
for the first order is denoted f. Negative diffraction orders originated from virtual foci behind the 
zone plate are also indicated. In the figure, ray paths from the negative orders are only drawn for the 
outermost part of the zone plate for clarity. 

The fraction of radiation diffracted into different orders decays with increasing diffraction 
order. The diffraction efficiency for a certain order is defined as the fraction of the 
incoming light that is diffracted into the specific order. For a Fresnel zone plate with 
opaque zones, the diffraction efficiency ηm for a specific order is given by 

 
( )2

1
m

=η
π

. (2.4) 

In first order, the diffraction efficiency becomes ~10% for the zone plate with fully 
opaque zones.  However, in the fabrication, the control of line-to-space ratio is difficult. 
Therefore, the case where the line-to-space ratio varies within a zone pair is interesting. It 
can be shown that if line-to-space is varied in either direction, the even orders, where m is 
an even integer, are also present.18 Figure 2.4 shows the intensity diffracted into different 
orders as a function of the line-to-space ratio. 
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Figure 2.4. Diffraction efficiency distribution into the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd diffraction order for a zone 
plate as a function of space-to-period ratio for a zone pair. Adapted from Ref. 19. 

 

2.2 Diffraction Efficiency Optimization 

The zone plate described above had opaque zones. For the fabrication of such zone 
plates, material and material thickness must be chosen so that most of the incoming 
radiation is absorbed in the zone. However, there is a possibility to increase the efficiency 
of the zone plate by using a phase-shifting material instead. Ideally, this material would 
give a π phase-shift while having zero absorption. In the soft x-ray region it is not possible 
to find materials that have near-zero absorption, and therefore, a compromise between 
phase-shift and absorption must be made. If the zone material has a complex index of 
refraction described by 1n iδ β= − −  an incident wave with intensity I0 is attenuated to 

 4
0

tI I e −= πβ λ , (2.5) 

where t is the thickness of the material and λ is the wavelength. Eq. (2.5) can be used to 
calculate the thickness t required to obtain fully opaque zones. Furthermore, the phase is 
changed 

 2 tΔ =φ πδ λ , (2.6) 

where φΔ  is the phase change with respect to the open zone. The use of phase-shifting 
material to improve efficiency for zone plates was first proposed by L. Rayleigh.20 The 
optimization in terms of material thickness t and material choice for soft x-ray optics was 
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first done by J. Kirz.21 According to Kirz, the intensity into the different diffraction orders 
can be expressed as 

 (( 4 20
2 2 1 2 cos 2t t

m
I

I e e
m

− −= + −πβ λ πβ λ ))tπδ λ
π

. (2.7) 

Equation (2.7) is used for comparison of different materials that would be appropriate for 
the zone plate. This is done by plotting Im/I0 as a function of thickness for different 
elements of the periodic table. The material must also be chosen with respect to 
fabrication and long-term material stability due to, e.g., atmospheric exposure. Several 
materials has susccesfully been used for soft x-ray zone plates. Historically the most 
frequently chosen materials have been gold, germanium and nickel, which all have proven 
to be stable under longer exposure to the atmosphere. The background to these choices 
will be further discussed in Chapt. 3. Figure 2.5 shows efficiency as a function of thickness 
for nickel, germanium and gold at a wavelength of λ=3.37 nm. 
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Figure 2.5. First-order diffraction efficiency as function of thickness for nickel, germanium and 
gold at λ=3.37 nm. Those three materials have historically been of specific interest for soft x-ray 
optics. Note that nickel has the highest efficiency even for very thin zones. 

From Fig. 2.5 it is clear how the phase-effect varies with different materials. Gold has 
strong absorption compared to its phase-shift. Therefore, the efficiency reaches the 
maximum very close to the theoretical value given by Eq. (2.4). Nickel and germanium 
show a strong phase-effect and the advantage of phase-shifting zone material compared to 
opaque ones is obvious. Nickel provides high efficiency with moderate zone height. At 
3.37 nm wavelength the theoretical efficiency for a nickel zone plate becomes 19% at a 
thickness of 175 nm. 
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With this optimal zone thickness it is observed that the zone thickness is larger than zone 
width for a typical zone plate. Due to this relation the zone thickness is hereafter referred 
to as zone height. This abbreviation is more intuitive than thickness, especially in 
following fabrication discussions.  The ratio between the zone width and the zone height 
is called the aspect ratio. The aspect ratio is an important measure since the possibility to 
fabricate high-aspect ratios is one important limitation for fabricating high-efficiency zone 
plates. 

 

2.3 Resolving Power and Aberrations 

2.3.1  Resolving power 

The calculations in Sect. 2.1, based on ray tracing and optical path length, give the location 
of the focal spots of the different orders. The focal spots have a finite size which is 
diffraction limited. The imaging resolution achievable with zone plates can be derived 
along the same lines as for a thin lens.22,23 It can be shown that the spatial resolution, 
ΔrRayl., scales with the outermost zone with or with the numerical aperture, NA, of the 
zone plate as 

 .
0.61 1.22Raylr
NA

rΔ = = Δ
λ . (2.8) 

In a similar manner the depth of focus, Δz, can be derived as 
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The zone plate must be illuminated with monochromatic radiation to perform according 
to Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9).  However, the emission lines from the plasma source has a certain 
spectral bandwidth, Δλ, and this must be taken into consideration. A criterion for the 
monochromaticity needed for Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) to be applicable can be expressed as a 
direct correlation between the number of zones N and the spectral bandwidth as 

 1
N

Δ
≤

λ
λ

. (2.10) 
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2.3.2  Aberrations 

The performance in terms of resolution of a fabricated zone plate depends on with which 
accuracy the circular pattern can be placed. With the present fabrication methods, this is 
closely related to the placement accuracy of the electron-beam exposure of the zone plate 
pattern. The inaccuracy of electron beam placement will be further discussed in Sect. 3.3. 
Several investigations of how inaccuracies affect the imaging quality have been done. 
Simpson and Michette described radially displaced zones and the effects of ellipticity for a 
N=100 zone plate by directly solving the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral.24 
Vladimirsky and Koops have presented balanced aberration tolerances for astigmatism, 
spherical abberation, and coma for a zone plate with an arbitrary number of zones.25 The 
tolerances are set so that the Strehl ratio26, is not less than 0.8. Table 2.1 shows their 
results in terms of focal length f and number of zones N. If N is assumed to be large, 
tolerances can be expressed explicitly as a fraction of NrΔ . 

 Astigmatism Spherical Coma 

Tolerance 0.35 f
N

 
1.9
f
λ  1.2

3
f

N
λ

 

Tolerance, assuming 
N large 

1.9 NrΔ  0.7 NrΔ  1.2 NrΔ  

 

Table 2.1. Balanced tolerances for astigmatism, spherical and coma-like aberrations 

Apart from these tolerances, zone edge roughness, and non-linear misplacement of the 
zones may be present. These factors will also reduce the spatial resolution and the 
diffraction efficiency. However, as will become clear during the discussion of fabrication-
related errors in Chapt. 3, and results presented in Chapt. 4, astigmatism and coma are the 
dominant errors in our produced optics. 

 



 

 

Chapter 3  

Nanofabrication Methods 

Zone plates for x-ray applications are fabricated with methods adapted from the 
integrated-circuit industry. The basic patterning of the zone plate is done in an electron 
sensitive material with electron-beam lithography (EBL), which offers high resolution and 
great flexibility in the patterning process. The pattern is thereafter transferred into a 
suitable material by etch and/or deposition techniques. This Chapter describes the 
relevant fabrication techniques. It also presents representative results from individual 
process step that are not included in the Papers. 

Section 3.1 gives a background of different methods that have been used by research 
groups for soft-x-ray zone plate fabrication. The discussion leads to the choice of process 
for this Thesis work at KTH as presented in Sect. 3.2. The following Sections then discuss 
different steps involved in the fabrication process. Section 3.3 is dedicated to electron 
beam lithography. The discussion provides a general view of an EBL-system, but the 
technical parts are directed directly to the specific Raith 150 system that is installed at the 
KTH Nano-fabrication Laboratory. Section 3.4 discusses reactive ion etching (RIE) that is 
needed for high-aspect-ratio structuring. Section 3.5 describes electroplating of nickel and 
the developed thickness control methods. Section 3.5 also describes the recently 
developed pulse and pulse-reverse plating methods that has not yet been published. 

 

3.1 Fabrication Background 

The first zone plates for x-ray microscopy where fabricated with holographic techniques.27 
The holographic method was limited to about 54 nm structures due to the wavelength of 
the used Ar+ laser. For smaller structures, EBL-techniques became the natural choice 
when such systems became available. The following Sects. 3.1.1-3.1.2 gives an overview of 
how EBL in combination with subsequent steps has been used for soft-x-ray zone plate 
fabrication. In addition, some alternative methods are briefly discussed in Sects. 3.1.3 - 
3.1.5. 

15 
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3.1.1 Electroplating-Based Processes 

A well-suited method to transfer the resist pattern into an x-ray optical material is by 
electroplating. Several different processes have been used for the mold structuring and a 
selection is presented as follows. 

Single-layer resist combined with electroplating has been used to achieve an aspect ratio of 
1:4 for 1:1 line-to-space ratio drN=35 nm zone plates.28 A higher aspect ratio of 1:5 have 
also recently been achieved for drN=15 nm zone plates with a special overlay process.29 
The work in Ref. 28 and 29 were based on 100 keV EBL-lithography. The anisotropy (i.e., 
the sidewall straightness and rectangularity of the developed pattern) and, thus, the 
potential for aspect ratios are better with a high voltage e-beam system (100 keV) where 
forward scattering of the electrons in the resist is small. In our Raith system the maximum 
working energy is 30 keV and this leads to an undercut profile in the resist. However, the 
single-layer method is still also interesting for 30 keV lithography since it is simpler both in 
the sample preparation and the pattern transfer steps. A single-layer resist mold has 
regularly been used during this Thesis work for electroplating tests when the high aspect 
ratio has not been required. One example of structures where the single layer resist 
combined with electroplating was used, is the Siemenstars used for presented in Sect. 
4.4.3. 

To achieve a plating mold with higher aspect ratio, a tri-layer resist system can be 
used.30,31,32 In this process, the resist pattern is transferred into a thin metal layer and 
thereafter into a thick polymer via two RIE steps (RIE will be discussed in Sect. 3.4). The 
thick polymer then serves as a plating mold. With the tri-layer process, specially developed 
x-ray hardened polymers where introduced33 to improve the mechanical stability of the 
plating mold. For micro zone plates, an aspect ratio of 1:8.5 for 1:1 line-to-space ratio 
drN=20 nm zone plates has been achieved with this process.34 Higher aspect ratios of 15:1 
have also been achieved in this polymer in combination with electroplating but with 90 nm 
lines and spaces.35 A tri-layer resist combined with electroplating became the process 
choice for this Thesis work. The process is discussed in Sect. 3.2.  

In addition to the single and tri-layer resist masks, bi-layer resist systems have also been 
used.36 In this process e-beam resist is used as the etch mask for the underlying mold 
material. In this work an aspect ratio of 6:1 was obtained for 1:1 line-to-space ratio drN=30 
nm zone plates. 

3.1.2 RIE-Based Processes 

Instead of electroplating, the pattern can be directly transferred into the x-ray optical 
material by RIE. In this process the resist pattern is used as an etch mask for direct etching 
into the x-ray optic material. The process requires a thick etch mask to obtain the high 
aspect ratio structures. Therefore a tri-layer resist similar to the one used with 
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electroplating (see Sect. 3.1.1) is utilized in this case as well. RIE-based process methods 
with the tri layer mask has been used to structure germanium37 and tantalum38 zone plates. 
For germanium zone plates an aspect ratio of 1:5 for 1:1 line-to-space and drN=55 nm 
have been achieved.39

3.1.3  Lift-Off-Based Processes 

A lift-off process has also been used for the fabrication of gold structures. In this method 
a single layer, bi-layer, or tri-layer resist scheme, is employed to create a mask with an 
undercut. Metal is thereafter evaporation deposited (see Sect. 3.2.2) over the mask forming 
a metal film on top of the resist and down on the substrate through the mask. The metal 
on top is then removed by dissolving the resist and the structures are left on the substrate. 
The lift-off process has no real potential for high-aspect-ratio structures. Metal will grow 
isotropic at the edge of the mask, thereby narrowing the spaces until the mask is 
overgrown with metal. Due to this isotropic growth on the mask edge, the structure will 
also have a trapezoidal shape on the substrate.  

The lift-off process with a bi-layer mask has been used for the fabrication of gold 
apertures. These are used at the condenser side of the table-top x-ray microscope (see Fig 
1.1.) as vacuum window and spectral filter. 

3.1.4  Direct-Write Processes 

An e-beam lithography system can be used as a direct-write tool if a gas is injected in the 
EBL-system vacuum chamber. The electron beam forces the gas molecules to the sample 
where they adhere to the surface. This method has been used with a carbon containing gas 
for zone plate fabrication.40 However, carbon does not offer good x-ray optical properties 
as zone material. 

There is a possibility to write such patterns directly in the EBL-system without a special 
gas environment. Hydrocarbons, inherently present in the vacuum chamber due to 
contamination and pump oils, is enough to create carbon patterns on a substrate if the 
beam is placed stationary for a longer time. This method is used to create a so-called 
contamination spot on the resist prior to exposure. The spot is used to fine focus the e-
beam and as a mark for the writefield-alignment procedure (see Sect. 3.3.6.2). A typical 
contamination spot is created in 10 s, and has a cone like shape that is typically 200 nm 
high and 30 nm in diameter at the base. 

Another new tool that is interesting for direct-write applications is the focused ion beam 
system41 (FIB). This has recently become commercially available as a research tool for 
nano structures. The FIB can directly etch or deposit metals with resolution and flexibility 
in pattern writing comparable with what e-beam lithography offers. This technique could 
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eventually offer a direct-write method that could be useful for diffractive-optics 
fabrication. 

3.1.5  Sputtered-Sliced Process 

Another interesting fabrication process that does not rely on EBL is the so-called 
sputtered-sliced process.42,43 In this process, a rotating wire is coated iteratively with two 
suitable materials to obtain the zone plate structure. A slice is then cut from the wire, 
which is polished to complete the zone plate. Several difficulties have been identified with 
this technique. The smoothness and circularity of the initial wire is crucial since the defects 
propagate through the deposition of the zone layers. In the same way, in-homogeneities 
and defects introduced in a certain layer will propagate into subsequent layers. Despite 
those problems, the sputtered-sliced technique is interesting since it in principle offers 
unlimited aspect ratio. 

 

3.2 Tri-Layer Resist Combined with Electroplating 

The process we adapted at KTH was a tri-layer resist process combined with 
electroplating. The choice was made after primarily considering the described 
electroplating processes in Sect. 3.1.1 The RIE-based processes of Sect. 3.1.2 did not seem 
to have the same potential for small line widths and high aspect ratios as the electroplating 
process. The lift-off process of Sect. 3.1.3 does not have potential for the high aspect ratio 
as discussed. The direct writing with carbon was surpassed by the other processes and FIB 
processes were never considered since no such system was available. Sputtered slice was 
also surpassed, and not considered.  

As discussed in Sect. 3.1.1 single, bi, or tri-layer resists can be chosen for the mold 
structuring. The single-layer resist did not seem to have potential for high-aspect ratio 
structuring with our 30 keV Raith-system. The bi-layer resist relies on a RIE resistant e-
beam resist for direct structuring of the mold material with O2 RIE. The e-beam resists 
that have been used for such bi-level resists do not show the same etch resistance as a 
metal layer.36 Based on these arguments, and on the presented results with tri-layer 
systems34 we decided for a tri-layer resist process as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 below. Paper 3 
provides a detailed discussion about the process and its typical process parameters. In 
brief, a plating base and the tri-layer resist system are prepared on the Si3N4-membrane 
supported by a silicon frame. After e-beam exposure and development, BCl3 and O2 RIE 
process steps complete the plating mold. The sample with the structured mold is then 
electroplated and finally the mold is removed with another set of BCl3 and O2 RIE steps. 
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(b) Exposure and
Developement

(c) RIE with BCl3

(e) Nickel Plating
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43 (d) RIE with O2(a) Substrate

Preparation

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of the process steps of the fabrication used for high-aspect-ratio nickel 
structures during this Thesis work. 

Each process step is associated with its own challenges. Sect. 3.2 briefly discusses the 
methods for preparation of the tri-layer resist with plating base on the Si3N4-membranes. 
Electron beam lithography, reactive ion etching, and electroplating are discussed separately 
in Sects. 3.3-3.5.  

 

 

3.2.1 Silicon Nitride Membranes 

The zone plates are placed on Si3N4-membranes, which have high transmission in the soft 
x-ray region. For example, the 50 nm thick membranes used for micro zone plates have 
80% transmission at λ=2.48 nm. Those membranes are commercially available44 and are 
therefore not fabricated in-house. A description of the fabrication of these membranes can 
be found in Ref. 45. 

3.2.2 Vapor Deposition 

The plating base and the titanium etch mask is deposited with a conventional e-beam 
evaporation technique. The sample is mounted upside down in the top of a vacuum 
chamber and a 5 keV e-beam heats the desired metal.46 The evaporated metal coats the 
samples and the inside of the vacuum chamber. Deposition rates for all metals used in this 
work are 5-10 Å/s. The vacuum in the chamber during deposition is typically 2⋅10-5 mbar. 
The typical thickness control is within ±10% of the layer thickness. 
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3.2.3 Spincoating 

The e-beam resist and the mold polymers are spincoated onto the substrate. The substrate 
placed on a chuck and rotated at typically 4000-8000 rpm. After spinning, the resist must 
be baked in order to evaporate the solvent. This is done by placing the sample in an oven. 
For the ZEP 700047 resist a baking time of 30 min is used, and for the ARC XL-2048 60 
min, both at 170°C. 

The thickness control of spincoated layers is typically within ±10% if a solid substrate is 
used. However, thicker layers than desired occasionally occur for membrane coating. For 
example, in some periods of time the thickness of the ZEP-layer may be up to 50 nm 
instead of the desired 25 nm. The variation is probably related to the bending of the 
membrane that can occur when the drop of resist is placed on the membrane and/or 
some rotation-introduced pressure difference between the back- and front-side of the 
membrane during the spincoating. 

 

3.3 Electron Beam Lithography 

3.3.1  Introduction 

The following subsections discuss the relevant issues of EBL for zone plate fabrication. 
The achievable resolution in the EBL-step of the fabrication process is discussed. Then 
the technical aspects of the EBL-system and its components are discussed. This is 
followed by a discussion of the different exposure modes and exposure code generation, 
i.e., strategies for scanning the e-beam in the desired pattern. Finally, problems that are 
related to the EBL-systems, such as drift, e-beam placement accuracy, and e-beam 
aberrations are discussed. 

3.3.2 E-Beam Resist and Resolution 

The e-beam deposits energy in the resist resulting in a certain dose, depending on the 
beam-to-resist interaction and the time that the e-beam is placed at the certain position. 
After exposure the resist is placed in a developer, which etches the resist selectively. In 
positive resist exposed regions are etched faster in the developer and in negative resists 
slower, due to the e-beam induced decrease or increase in molecular weight. 

The achievable resolution in a resist depends on the e-beam spot size and the e-beam-
resist interaction. The spot size for our Raith-system is less than 5 nm under the best 
parameter conditions. As the e-beam penetrates the resist surface, the electrons scatter 
forward in the material and this broadens the initial beam diameter.49 In addition to 
forward scattering, the scattered electrons slow down and their energy will dissipate in the 
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form of secondary electrons. The secondary electrons have a low energy on the order of 2-
50 eV and are responsible for most of the actual exposure of the resist.50A fraction of the 
incident electrons scatters in a large angle and will cause a background exposure far away 
from the actual beam position. This is called the proximity effect. The proximity effect 
gives rise to underexposed regions at edges of a larger pattern. In the work with the tri-
layer system, the range of the proximity effect is typically 2-3 μm. The effects of 
backscattering, and the dose compensation that should be done in the pattern, can be 
calculated using Gaussian or Monte Carlo modeling.51,52 In addition to the electron-resist 
interaction, the chosen developer will also effect the achievable resolution and quality of 
the pattern. 

The ZEP 7000 used in this Thesis work is a positive polymer-based e-beam resist. This 
resist has been extensively studied in terms of resolution, line edge roughness and choice 
of developer.53,54,55,56,57 The values for the exposure parameters have not changed 
throughout this work. The e-beam energy has been 30 keV until the summer 2003 when 
column problems forced us to use a maximum energy of 25 keV. Apart from some initial 
experiments, no extensive effort has been done to optimize the different 
dose/development times, or the choice of developer. For any type of exposed pattern, and 
with all chosen thicknesses, the development has been performed in hexylacetate for 30 s 
followed by a 15 s isopropanol and 10 s pentane rinse. The applied dose is always 
experimentally determined for a specific pattern but is in most cases between 120 to 300 
μC/cm2 for the tri-layer resist placed on a Si3N4-mebrane. On solid silicon substrates, the 
dose is typically 0.6 times lower than on membranes. 

Figure 3.4 shows resolution tests for the ZEP 7000 resist. The pattern has been etched 
into titanium for better contrast during SEM-viewing. The resist thickness was 25 nm, the 
line-to-space ratio is 1:1, and the period is 60-36 nm as indicated. The dose was between 
200-300 μC/cm2, and the development and rinse times as mentioned above. The resist 
pattern is of uniform quality down to 40 nm period. This result, where 40 nm period looks 
excellent, and the 36 nm period is broken, has been reproducible over the time of this 
Thesis work. 
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Figure 3.2. SEM images of resolution test for the ZEP 7000 e-beam resist. The resist pattern has 
been etched by RIE into titanium for better SEM-image contrast. Dark lines correspond to exposed 
area. Gratings with 1:1 line-to-space ratio and with periods as indicated were exposed on the same 
sample. The resist shows uniform quality down to 40 nm period gratings. At the slightly narrower 
period of 36 nm gaps and bridging in the resist are present.  

For semi-dense pattern, the achivable line widths are slightly smaller. Figure 3.3 show an 
example af a 10 nm lines placed with 50 nm period. 

100 nm

 

Figure 3.3. SEM image of 50 nm period grating, with approximatley 10 nm lines and 40 nm space. 
The resist pattern has been etched by RIE into Ti for better SEM image contrast. Dark lines 
corresponds to exposed area. This image shows the high-resolution capabilities with the process 
used in this Thesis work. 

For the purpose of forming Ti-etch mask for the structuring of the mold, the quality of 
the resist patterns has been considered as adequate. However, it would be interesting to 
investigate the subject of dose and developer further, to determine if the line-edge 
roughness can be minimised and if line widths can be further decreased. 

No modeling for the proximity correction has been considered necessary for our 
structures. The radial symmetric shape of the MZP made it easy to manually compensate 
the dose on the pattern design in the outer part of the zone plate. For other patterns a 
simple manual corrections has been done when deemed necessary. Another simple 
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correction that can be done is to add large dummy patterns just outside the actual pattern. 
For example, it is possible to add a ring around the zone plate with a few micrometer 
widths that will act as the proximity correction for the outermost zones. 

3.3.3  The Raith E-Beam Lithography System 

A schematic illustration of the Raith EBL-system is shown in Fig. 3.6. The scheme is 
simplified and only details necessary to understand the discussion in this Thesis is 
included. 
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controlled x-, y-stage
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Figure 3.4. A schematic view of the Raith 150 e-beam system with control computers and 
electronics, column, and stage of the Raith e-beam system. 

3.3.3.1   Column 
The part of the EBL-system that generates the focused e-beam spot and allows it to be 
scanned over the substrate is called the column. At the top of the column, there is an 
electron gun containing a filament (cathode) and a circular aperture (anode). The e-beam is 
created by extracting the electrons from the filament by applying a voltage between 
filament and aperture. Typical electron-acceleration energies for lithography are in the 
range of 1-100 keV. The acceleration voltage through the column defines the energy that 
the electrons will have upon impact with the resist. The current in the e-beam can be 
adjusted in discrete steps between different-sized circular apertures located above the 
condenser lens. The e-beam current is directly proportional to the area of the aperture. 
For lithography, it is important to turn the beam on and off, and this is done with a beam 
blanker. To shape the e-beam to a focused spot on the sample and allow scanning, several 
sets of electromagnetic lenses are used. A condenser lens in combination with an objective 
lens focuses the e-beam onto the substrate. The distance between the lowest part of the 
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objective lens and the sample is called the working distance. A stigmator lens corrects for 
imperfections in the alignment of the column components. In practice, an uncorrected e-
beam gives an elliptic focus. A set of scan coils allows the e-beam to deflect in an x- and y-
direction. The x- and y- directions are near to orthogonal but can be adjusted for proper 
alignment. The area that the e-beam scans over by deflection is called the writefield. The 
rotation angle of the writefield is not fixed but can be rotated with adjustment of the scan 
coils. The size of the writefield can be adjusted by increasing the deflection angle and/or 
increasing the working distance. To use the EBL-system in SEM-mode, one 
backscattered-electron detector is placed in the column and one outside. Finally, it should 
be noted that both the column and the interferometric stage is operated in a high-vacuum 
environment. 

3.3.3.2   Interferometer-Controlled Stage 
The sample can be moved with respect to the column by a laser-interferometer controlled 
stage. The Raith-stage offers 5 nm resolution in the interferometric measurement and can 
be moved over a full 4-inch-wafer sample. However, the interferometer only measures 
strictly in the x- and y-directions. The accuracy over longer movements is therefore 
reduced by unmeasured rotations around the x- and y-axes and skew along the x- and y-
axes. Absolute accuracies over long travel distances must be measured for individual 
stages, and no specification is available for our Raith system. However, literature suggests 
that this error is typically in the range of 100 nm over a 5 cm stage movement.58 The 
interferometer-controlled stage allows stitching of writefield next to each other. This 
method is used to expose patterns that are larger than a single writefield. Another very 
important use of the interferometric stage is for the so-called writefield alignment. In this 
procedure the orthogonality and scaling of the deflection-axises of the column is calibrated 
to the accuracy of the stage. The writefield alignment is further discussed in Sect. 3.3.6.2. 

3.3.3.3   Pattern Generator 
The e-beam-control during exposure is done with a pattern generator. The pattern 
generator controls the beam blanker and gives voltage signals (proportional to the 
deflection) to the scan coil amplifiers. The voltage signals for the e-beam deflection are 
given by 16-bit digital-to-analogue converters (DAC’s) and can be operated at frequencies 
up to 10 MHz. The 16-bit resolution of the DAC’s means that the e-beam placement is 
limited to an x- and y-grid with 65536×65536 grid points. In combination with the chosen 
writefield size, this grid gives the maximum beam placement resolution on the sample. The 
distance between the gridpoints on the sample is called the stepsize and is typically a few 
nanometers. The stepsize combined with the DAC’s frequency gives the maximum speed 
that the e-beam can be scanned in an arbitrary pattern over the sample. However, the 
speed and the total exposure time of a pattern is limited by other parameters as well. The 
resist requires a certain dose and this may decrease the speed due available e-beam current. 
Another important factor is the settling time, which is required each time the e-beam 
moves to a new location in the pattern. This is further discussed in Section 3.3.4. 
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3.3.3.4   Other Components 
In addition to the column, stage, and pattern generator discussed above, power supplies, 
control units and user-interface computers, are included for the functionality and the 
operation of the EBL-system. 

3.3.3.5   Raith 150 Parameters 
Table 3.1 summaries typical values for the most important parameters for the Raith EBL-
system. The Table gives the parameter range as specified by the vendor as well as the 
range frequently used during this Thesis work. 

Parameter Range Frequently used  
Acceleration voltage: 200 eV – 30 keV 25 keV 
Current aperture sizes 7.5 – 120 μm  10 μm, 20 μm, 30 μm, 60 μm, 120 μm 

E-beam current range: 4 pA – 10 nA 
~30 pA, ~110 pA, ~220 pA, ~1 nA, 
~4 nA 

Working distance: 2-12 mm ~ 6 mm 
Writefield size: 60 - 1400 μm2 100 μm2 1400 μm2 
Stepsize: 1 nm to 22 nm 2 nm, 4 nm, 8nm 22 nm 

 

Table 3.1. Vendor-specified parameter range and the frequently used parameters in this Thesis 
work, for the Raith 150 EBL-system. 

3.3.4  Exposure Modes 

The scanning of the e-beam to expose an area of the pattern can be performed in several 
ways. The Raith-system uses the vector-scan mode as standard. In this mode, an abritrary 
pattern is subdivided into rectangels and right-angled triangles. These elements are called 
primitives and are exposed on by one. Each primitive is scanned line-by-line in the x- or y-
direction (defined by the writefield orientation). After the scan of each line the e-beam is 
blanked and the scan coils are adjusted for the start position of a new line. Before the 
beam is turned on the scan coils need a certain settling time to stabilize. During this time 
the beam is blanked. For the Raith system this settling time is 5 ms. 

The vector scan mode is the most logical way to fill up patterns of regular geometry, i.e., 
rectangles and triangles. However, for exposing circular rings such as in a zone plate this 
way of handling the pattern becomes very inappropriate. The subject of exposing circles 
has been a frequently discussed topic in the early work on EBL for zone plate 
fabrication.59,60,61

The Raith software offers two alternative modes, circular and single-pixel-line mode, 
besides the vector-scan mode. Figure 3.5 shows a comparison between the three different 
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strategies for exposure. Figure 3.5(a) illustrates the vector-scan mode. Here the thin 
circular rings, has to be subdivided and approximated into primitive triangles before 
exposure. This subdivision leads to many primitives for each zone, resulting in an increase 
of settling time and subdivision calculation time. In total, this may add up to longer time 
then the actual exposure time itself. The obvious solution is to scan the beam directly in 
circles as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). The number of primitives and settling times is then 
drastically reduced to one per circle. Another alternative is to scan the beam in a single-
pixel-line as seen in Fig. 3.5(c). The circle is then approximated with straight sections 
between nodes. 

(a) Standard vector-
scan mode

(b) Circle mode (c) Single-pixel-line mode

 

Figure 3.5. Illustrations of different modes for circle exposure. Each small ring indicates the start of 
a scanned line with its associated settling time. (a) Circles subdivided into primitive triangles using 
the standard vector-scan mode. The close-up indicates the scan of each line to fill up a primitive. (b) 
The circular scan mode. (c) Single-pixel-line mode where the circles are approximated with straight 
lines between nodes. 

The obvious advantages of the circular exposure mode made it unnecessary to perform an 
in-depth comparison with the standard vector-scan mode for writing zone plates. 
However, simple write tests using the vector-scan mode gave not only the expected long 
write time, but also a distorted pattern due to subdivision errors. Figure 3.6(a) and (b) 
shows SEM images of a zone plate patterns exposed in the vector-scan mode. The 
exposure was aborted after ~25 min, which only resulted in the 56 outermost zones as 
shown. For comparison, Figs. 3.7(c) and (d) show the same zone plate pattern exposed in 
the circle mode. The same exposure settings, i.e., voltage, current, step size etc. was used 
in the two cases. In Figs. 3.7(a) and (b) pattern distortion caused by errors in the 
subdivision into primitives is seen. Figure 3.7(a) indicates a total loss of exposure in the 
diagonal parts of the image. Zooming in on these parts also verifies that no exposure at all 
has been achived (not shown here). Figure 3.7(b) shows large stitching errors between the 
primitives. The interpretation of Fig. 3.7(b) is somewhat complicated due to the tilt of 
zones (zones has tilted together two and two), but one can see how every other line is 
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under and over exposed. No further investigation of the cause of these errors has been 
performed. 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

300 nm300 nm 2 m�5 m�

 

Figure 3.6. SEM images of zone plate patterns exposed in vector scan mode and circle mode. In (a), 
and in the close-up image in (b) the pattern exposed in vector scan mode is shown. Only the 
outermost part of the zone plate was exposed. Image (c) and (d) shows the central and outermost 
part of a zone plate exposed in circular mode. 

For the work in this Thesis all three modes has been used regulary. The vector-scan mode 
have been primarily been used for exposure of linear gratings and Siemenstars. Micro zone 
plates have been exposed in the circle mode. Diffractive optical elements (DOE) for 
differential interference contrast (DIC) applications and condenser zone plates have been 
exposed with the single-pixel-line mode.  

3.3.5  Data Preparation 

The Raith e-beam system has its own CAD software for creating and editing patterns.62 
The software is located in one of the control computers of the system, and a low-level 
format is sent to the pattern generator before exposure. The software uses GDSII- or 
CIF-file format, which is standard in the EBL-community. An overview of these formats 
can be found in Ref. 63. Circles and single-pixel-line data elements are not standard 
objects within the GDSII- or CIF-file format and therefore only works within the Raith-
software. 

The Raith-software includes import functions for DXF (AutoCAD) and ASCII-coded text 
files. The DXF-import function allows the pattern to be written in any drawing or CAD 
program that can export the format. Using DXF-import is often practical since the Raith 
CAD software is somewhat limited in its functionality. For the work in this thesis, 
structures such as the Siemenstars and arbitrary test patterns have been imported from the 
CorelDraw vector-drawing program. The text-import function is essential for the 
preparation of the complex micro and condenser zone plate patterns. A custom C-
program was written in Borland C++ for the generation of text files for the condenser 
zone plate pattern in Paper 4. Code for micro zone plates and DOE as described in Paper 
3, 5 and Paper 7 were written in Matematica or Matlab. 
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3.3.6  Related Problems 

There are several problems related to EBL that influence the quality of the exposed 
pattern. In this subsection a few examples that are relevant to the work in this Thesis are 
discussed. 

3.3.6.1   Off-Axis Focus Aberrations 
For an ideal EBL-column, the focus spot should be symmetrical and show the same focus 
quality at each position within the writefield. However, the focus deteriorates with e-beam 
deflection out from the optical axis. The aberrations are strongly dependent on the 
writefield size and the used current aperture. For exposure with small current apertures 
(7.5-10 μm), used with a 100×100 μm2 writefield, i.e., typical values for MZP exposures, 
no distinguishable effect has been observed for line widths down to 30 nm. However, at 
the larger current apertures, 30 and 60 μm that are used for CZP exposures the 
aberrations are always present. Figure 3.7 shows a typical example of line width variation 
in the corners of the writefield. The exposed pattern is one 100×100 μm2 writefield of a 
CZP with approximately 100 nm period grating lines. In the central part the lines-to-space 
ratio is close to 1:1 and in each corner, there is a different line-to-space ratio. 

200 nm  

Figure 3.7. Example of off-axis aberration in a 100×100 μm2 writefield. The exposed pattern is one 
writefield of a condenser zone plate with approximately 100 nm period grating lines.  Centered 
image correspond to the center of the writefield, i.e., on the optical axis of the column. The four 
corner images correspond to the corners of the writefield. 
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These aberrations are difficult to control in our Raith-system and their reduction is to 
some extent related to the skill of the user. The focusing and astigmatism correction is 
manually done while monitoring a live-video SEM-image of an object. The adjustments 
are quite sensitive and the result varies with each exposure. At some occasions, an 
astigmatism-free focus has been achieved. In this case, the line-to-space ratio is similar in 
the four corners but still overexposed due to spherical blurring of the spot. 

3.3.6.2   Writefield Alignment 
Apart from focus and astigmatism adjustments, a writefield alignment must be done 
before exposure. In this procedure, the orthogonality and scaling of the deflection-axis are 
calibrated. For MZP exposure, this alignment is very important, since a miss-aligned 
writefield results in elliptical zone plates, results in astigmatic images in XRM applications. 

The writefield alignment is calibrated with the laser-interferometer-controlled stage using a 
built-in software algorithm. An illustration of the procedure is shown in Fig. 3.8. A 
contamination spot is burned with the e-beam at the optical axis of the column. The stage 
is then used to move the spot to a position near one corner of the writefield (denoted 1). 
A SEM-image is then scanned locally over the spot. The stage then moves the spot to the 
other positions 2-4, and SEM-images are collected in the same way. The position of the 
spot within each image is used by the software algorithm to align the writefield. 

Column
optical axisE-beam

1

2

3

4

100 m�  

Figure 3.8. Illustration of the stage positioning of the contamination spot during the writefield 
alignment. At each off-column-axis position, 1-4 the e-beam is scanned for a SEM-image (solid 
square) of the contamination spot. The spot position within the SEM-image is used for the 
calibration algorithm. 

The writefield-alignment accuracy is for the Raith-system specified in terms of stitching 
error, i.e., to which accuracy two points at the edge between two adjacent writefields can 
be matched. This measure is specified to 60 nm (3σ) for 100×100 μm2 writefields. 
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The orthogonality and scaling error present after the writefield alignment can be measured 
for the exposed structures. This is done by viewing the sample in SEM-mode at a fixed 
high magnification, while the stage is used to move the sample to specific positions in the 
pattern for position measurement. In this case, the e-beam scans the image repeatedly, and 
near the optical axis of the column. The deflection error is therefore negligible compared 
to that in the writefield alignment procedure. For zone plate ellipticity measurements, the 
stage is moved to eight symmetrically placed positions along the circumference of the zone 
plate. The stage position is noted at the edge of the zone plate at each image position. A 
non-linear fit of the eight-position x-, y-dataset is then done to an ellipse. Results of 
ellipticity measurement on our fabricated micro zone plates are given in Sect. 4.1. 

3.3.6.3    Drift 
Drift of the e-beam position with respect to the sample during exposure induces 
misplacement of the pattern. Potential causes for this drift may be, thermal-mechanical 
motion, thermally induced drift of the electronics, electron charging in the column and/or 
on the sample. The drift can both be observed during lithography and during SEM-
viewing. Figure 3.9 shows a SEM-image of a drift mark that is used during zone plate 
exposure. The drift mark consist of one square that is exposed prior to, and one cross that 
is exposed after, the zone-plate pattern. The total drift during the zone plate exposure is 
measured by the relative position of the two patterns. At the fabrication of some zone 
plates, the drift mark has been underexposed and is thus impossible to use. In that case, 
there is the possibility to measure the relative position between the center zone and the 
outermost zone as described for the ellipse-fit in Sect. 3.3.6.2. 

H1=449 nm

V2=435 nmV1=470 nm

H1=456 nm

 

Figure 3.9. Drift mark that is used to measure the total drift during exposure. The measures, as 
indicated, are used to calculate the drift. 

Typical drift rates are 10 nm/min if measured directly after loading of the sample. After 
~2 hours the drift is down to ~5 nm. If the sample is loaded and left overnight the drift 
rate may be down to ~1-2 nm/minute. 
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3.3.6.4   Vibrations 
Another problem that can be identified is vibration. This may be caused by 
electromagnetic distortion from other electronic equipment in the lab, and acoustical 
coupling via the air or the lab floor. Figure 3.10 shows a SEM-image of a silicon particle 
where the vibration is clearly visible. The scan rate of the image has been chosen so the 
horizontal vibration component is clearly visible along the vertical edge of the particle. 
The vibration-frequency is ~70 Hz with a peak-to-peak vibration of ~10 nm.  This 
frequency is typical for our installed Raith-system while the peak-to-peak vibration 
typically varies between 5-10 nm. 

10 nm

 

Figure 3.10. Example of horizontal vibration component during the capture of a SEM image. The 
object is a silicon particle.  Peak-to-peak vibration is approximately 10 nm. 

3.3.6.5   Intra-Writefield Distortions 
DA-converter and deflection-coil non-linearity are other sources for miss-placement of 
the e-beam. For the Raith-system, this has been discussed in Ref. 64. Figure 3.11 shows 
how the distortions vary within a writefield. If micro zone plates with a diameter up to 
60μm is considered, the graph indicates that this aberration is on a smaller scale than, e.g., 
the ellipticity, and has therefore not been further considered in this Thesis work. 
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Figure 3.11. Distortion of beam placement within one 100 μm2  writefield.  Adapted from Ref 64. 

 

3.4 Reactive Ion Etching 

3.4.1  Introduction 

In reactive ion etching (RIE), reactive ions are accelerated from a low-density plasma onto 
the sample. The ions then physically sputter and/or chemically remove material by from 
the surface. Depending on the kinetic energy of the ions, and the reactivity and possibility 
to form volatile species between the ions and the material, a certain etch selectivity can be 
obtained.  

For this Thesis work, the focus has been on finding good recipes for RIE with BCl3 for Ti 
etching and O2 for polymer etching, and no extensive study of the chemistry and physics 
behind RIE-etching has been performed. The parameter range for Ti etching and high 
aspect ratio polymer etching was well known from the earlier work of the Göttingen 
group.65,66 The challenge for us was to optimize the parameters for the available RIE-
systems in the KTH Nanofabrication Laboratory. Basics of RIE can be found in, e.g., Ref. 
67, 68. 

For the anisotropic etching that is performed in this work the typical RIE-system 
parameters are:69 up to 100 mTorr pressure and 0.1-1 W/cm2 power densities. The 
conversion from power density to actual ion energy depends on chamber geometry and 
the area of the cathode surface which influence the plasma formation in the chamber. In 
this work the only the total power delivered to the plasma has been considered and 
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therefore the presented parameters will not reflect the optimal choices of parameters for 
other RIE-systems. 

Two Oxford PlasmaLab 80+70 RIE-systems are available in the KTH Nanofabrication 
Lab. One is used for O2-etching and the other for BCl3-etching. The optimized recipes 
that are used in the process and some special results are presented in Sects. 3.4.2-3.4.4. 

 

3.4.2 BCl3 Etching 

The best parameters for titanium etching in the BCl3-RIE were initially determined to: 10 
sccm flow, 15 mTorr pressure and 50 W power. However, over the time the power has 
gradually been increased to 80 W to ensure the quality in the pattern-transfer into the 
titanium. The typical etch time for a 5 nm Ti-layer has been between 2 min 30 s and 3 min. 
The etch time is adjusted regularly to compensate for drift in the process.  

A problem that had been observed with the BCl3-etching of Ti was residues in form of 
particles on the surface. Titanium forms chemical aggregates with the chlorine which 
seems to be growing on the sample surface instead of forming volatile gaseous species.71  
However, the residues are dissolvable in water and therefore a water rinse step is done 
directly after the etching. The rinse sequence is 15 s in water, 10 s in iso-propanol, and 10 
s in pentane. 

With this recipe the etch selectivity is 1:1 between ZEP and Ti. No degradation in the 
pattern transfer from the ZEP to the titanium layer can be observed with SEM-viewing. 

3.4.3  O2 Etching 

The aspect ratio of the optics in this Thesis work is typically up to 1:6. Thus, for drN=25 
nm zone plates has been fabricated from a plating mold with 150 nm height. For this 
aspect ratio, the anisotropy of the structured mold has been considered as adequate. The 
etch parameters that are used for ARC-molds are: 10 sccm flow, 3 mTorr pressure, and 50 
W power. The total etch required to etch to the bottom of a 150 nm thick ARC-mold 
layer with 25 nm etch-mask width is typically 4 min. The etch is normally divided into 
three separate etch sessions. The reason is that the mold deforms if the etch is performed 
in one long step. We believe that this is due to thermal heating of the mold. An indication 
supporting this idea is that the tri-layer resist on solid silicon substrates are less sensitive to 
longer etching then structures on membrane. 

Some tests have been done to explore the maximum aspect ratio that can be achieved with 
the O2 RIE-system and the chosen parameters. Figure 3.12 shows the best results so far in 
terms of high-aspect ratio molds. In this test, the mold material was exchanged from the 
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ARC XL-20 resist to the negative epoxy-based resist SU-8.72 The SU-8 has been used in x-
ray lithography for very high aspect ratios.73 The tri-layer resist with a 280 nm thick SU-8 
mold layer was prepared on a solid silicon sample. The O2-RIE-system parameters where 
10 sccm flow, 3 mTorr pressure, and 80 W power. The images show gratings with 60 nm 
and 50 nm respectively. This corresponds to an aspect-ratio of 9.3 and 11.2, respectively. 
The 60 nm period grating shows a slight bowing and trapezoidal shape but no severe 
deformation. For the 50 nm period grating, some deformation of the zones is visible. 
From these results we conclude that the O2-RIE process is promising for higher aspect 
ratios up to at least 1:9. Electroplated structures with this height have not yet been 
achieved

60 nm period

200 nm200 nm

50 nm period  

Figure 3.12. SEM images of SU-8 60 nm and 50 nm period grating molds with lines-to-space ratio 
close to 1:1. The image is taken in 45 degree angle. The different groups correspond to different 
exposure doses. The mold height is 280 nm resulting in an aspect-ratio of 9.3 and 11.2 respectively. 

3.4.4    Mold Stripping 

RIE with BCl3 and O2 is also used for the stripping of the mold after the electroplating. 
The RIE parameters are the typically the same as used for the mold structuring. The etch 
time may be extended ~25% to ensure a proper stripping. 

One problem that has been identified with the stripping process step is that residual 
fringes often appear at the upper edges of the nickel structures. This occurs if the mold is 
not completely filled during the electroplating. Fringes are often observed in the 
outermost part of the zone plates, since the plated nickel height is lower near the edge of 
the zone plate (this is related to the electroplating process and is discussed in Sect. 3.5). An 
example is seen in Fig. 4.3. We believe that the fringes are products of the interaction 
between chlorine and the mold wall surface that are formed during the BCl3-step of the 
stripping process. This has been suggested in, e.g., Ref. 74. 
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3.5 Electroplating 

To understand the challenges of nickel electroplating and the need for process 
development it is necessary to be familiar with some of the fundamental concepts.75,76 A 
simple electroplating cell is composed of an electrolyte containing dissolved nickel ions 
and two immersed nickel electrodes connected to an external power supply. If a voltage is 
applied over the cell, a current will flow from the positive pole (anode) through the 
electrolyte to the negative pole (cathode). At the anode, nickel atoms are oxidized and go 
into solution as nickel ions. At the cathode, ions in the electrolyte are reduced and 
incorporated in the metal lattice. This means that the sample to be plated is the cathode. 
The deposition rate is proportional to the current is given by Faraday’s law 

 ( ) ( )wtm A It nF=η , (3.1) 

where Awt is the atomic weight, I is the current, t is the time and n is the number of 
electrons involved in the ion transfer. Nickel ions are bivalent so two electrons are 
consumed for each reduced nickel ion. F is Faradays constant, and η is the current 
efficiency, i.e., the fraction of the total charge input that is used for deposition of metal. 
The remaining charge is consumed by side reactions such as H2-production, which always 
takes place in nickel electroplating77, and codeposition of hydrogen or bath additives. 
Thus, in principle, the deposited mass is known if the current and time is measured. 

In reality it is not straight forward to obtain sufficient accuracy in the plated thickness. The 
mass distribution depends on the mask pattern, cell geometry, current density, and bath 
additives among other factors. In addition, the plated area is exactly known. These issues 
are further discussed in the following sections about control and pulse plating techniques. 

3.5.1  Controlled Electroplating 

The introduction of an electroplating rate control method was deemed necessary to 
improve throughput and reproducibility in the process. A discussion of the background to 
this problem and initial experimental results are presented in Paper 6.  

The instabilities in plating rate control were first related to the used plating arrangement.78 
In the first arrangement, the sample was held in place by a titanium clamp. With this 
construction, the clamp and the sample together formed the cathode. The total current to 
the cell could be well controlled, but the current distribution between the clamp and 
sample varied giving rise to rate variations between samples. The contact point pressure 
and the exact placement of the clamp on the sample were two identified parameters where 
lack of reproducibility caused rate variations. Therefore a new arrangement was introduced 
that was intended to solve the design problems, while also introducing in-situ control 
methods. A schematic of the new arrangement shown in Fig. 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13. Schematic illustration of the plating arrangement for controlled electroplating. 

The control methods require accurate measurement of the current passing through the 
structures on the sample. In the new arrangement the titanium clamp was therefore 
replaced with a clamp with an isolated contact point so that no plating takes place on the 
clamp itself. The contact point is spring loaded to ensure sample-to-sample stability of the 
electrical contact. To increase the total plated area a dummy cathode, consisting of a nickel 
pellet, was connected in series with the clamp. This increased the stability of the plating 
rate compared to the previous arrangement with the titanium clamp and it enabled the 
current through the sample to be measured. The cell arrangement is also placed on an 
inverted microscope. The microscope is equipped with a digital video camera and this 
allows observation and transmission-intensity measurements of the sample during the 
plating process.  

However, even if the new arrangement provides better results, there was still an 
uncertainty since the exact area on the sample is not known. Two control methods have 
been developed to deal with these issues. The first gives an in-situ rate or plated thickness 
prediction by correlating the current through the samples with the decay of the 
transmitted intensity. The second gives an end-point detection of when the plating mold is 
completely filled. Both methods and the achieved results are discussed in detail in Paper 8. 

3.5.2  Pulse Plating and Pulse-Reverse Plating 

When the plating is carried out with a direct current (DC), we observe a non-uniform 
nickel height (cf. Fig. 4.3(b)). The height profile depends on the specific mask pattern but 
two effects generally occur. The first is that the plating rate is the highest at the center of 
the structures and that the thickness decrease towards the edges. The second effect is that 
the plating rate in a grating depends on the line width. Narrow-line gratings plate more 
slowly than gratings with wider lines. In zone plates, these two effects add up since the 
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zone width of the zone plate decreases with radius, resulting in a nickel height that 
decreases with radius. These observations are contradictory to basic theory, which predicts 
the more commonly observed problem of higher plating rate closer to the edges of the 
structures.79 The cause of the observed rate variation is not fully understood. A plausible 
explanation to the slower plating rate in narrow lines is that the RIE is faster and leaves 
fewer residues in the wider structures than in the narrow ones. Although the reasons for 
the described effects are not fully understood, the problem with the inhomogeneous mass 
distribution can be solved by application of pulse and pulse-reverse plating.80 An 
introduction to the field of pulse plating can be found in Ref. 81. 

The pulse electroplating was performed in the same type of nickel-sulfamate solution as 
the DC plating. The only change in the arrangement was that a programmable alternating-
current source (Keithley 6221) was used to drive the current between the electrodes and 
that no dummy cathode was used. It is possible to measure the current but it is not 
necessary due to high accuracy of the current source and that all the current passes 
through the sample. 

Our goal with the application was to solve the mass distribution problem and we have not 
been concerned with the quality of the deposit. However, there has been no indication 
that the deposits were of lesser quality, in terms of grain size, stress or density. In general, 
we found that the relative plating rate along the outer parts was increased with increased 
pulse amplitude. However, this effect depends on the type of plated structure. For 
example, a circular disk does not need as high instantaneous current density as a constant-
period grating. To achieve a homogenous mass distribution in a zone plate even higher 
current-density amplitude is needed. This is in line with our experience that narrow-line-
width gratings plate more slowly than wider-line-width gratings.  

Pulse-reverse plating was used to further improve the nickel-height uniformity. Here the 
plating goes through cathodic phases (deposition) and anodic pulses (removal). We use 
cathodic pulses of high amplitude so that the deposition rate is enhanced in the outer parts 
of the zone plates. With low amplitude anodic pulses nickel is dissolved most rapidly from 
the central part.82 The pulse-reverse plating parameters have been optimized to obtain a 
high uniformity in a 75 μm diameter, drN=50 nm zone plate with 150 nm zone height. 
Figure 3.14 shows the height profiles for a zone plate using optimized pulse-reverse 
plating and one using DC. The cathodic phase consisted of 6 pulses with duration of 2 ms 
each and a peak current density of 2.5 A/cm2. The off time between the pulses was 498 
ms. During the anodic phase a constant anodic current of 12 mA/cm2 was applied. The 
overall current was cathodic with mean current density of 4.3 mA/cm2. The DC plating 
was done at 6mA/cm2. 
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Figure 3.14. Comparison between a pulse-reverse plated (left) and a DC plated zone plate (right). 

The conclusions drawn from these experiments are that it is clearly possible to achieve an 
excellent uniformity over the full zone plate area if the pulse-reverse plating parameters are 
optimized. There are several benefits with an improvement of the plating height 
uniformity. The diffraction efficiency in the outermost part of the zone plate is improved. 
The fringes that appear in the stripping step due to the uncompleted filling of the mold is 
avoided (see Fig. 4.2 for an example of zones with fringes). Furthermore, a uniform filling 
of the mold would allow stacking of zone plates by directly coat a new tri-layer resist on 
top of the first zone plate. This stacking method has been proposed for volume zone 
plates, which have high diffraction efficiency in higher orders83 Furthermore, such 
stacking would allow the very high aspect ratios required for hard x-ray zone plates.84  



 

 

Chapter 4  

Overview of Fabricated Optics 

In this Chapter an overview of the optics and examples of fabricated test patterns are 
given. The chapter also includes results regarding diffraction efficiency measurements, and 
imaging that has been done with the optics. 

4.1 Micro Zone Plates 

4.1.1  Fabricated Optics 

The micro zone plates have been fabricated on membranes with large an area compared to 
the zone plate itself. Normally, a 5×5 mm2 silicon frame with 0.5×0.5 mm2 membrane area 
is used. The advantage is that several zone plates can be exposed on the same membrane 
without the need of refocusing and realignment of the electron beam between each 
exposed zone plate. A disadvantage is that the large frame requires much space in the 
sample-stage of the compact x-ray microscope. 

An example of the layout of zone plates and other structures on a membrane is shown in 
Figure 4.1. The darker square in the centre is the membrane containing several structures 
as indicated. For the exposure of zone plates with outermost zones smaller than 35 nm, a 
dose test is often applied. Zone plates with different parameters are often also placed on 
the same membrane. In addition to the zone plates, a square and an end-point grating for 
the electroplating control are also placed on the membrane. During processing of the 
sample, profilometer measurements are done to measure heights of the layers in different 
process steps. This is easier done outside the membrane area since stress may curve the 
membrane giving results that are difficult to interpret. Therefore, a profiler-measurement 
square is added on the silicon-frame area outside the membrane. 

39 
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Figure 4.1. Example of structures on a silicon nitride membrane. The dark square containing 
structures 1-8 is the membrane area. Structure 9 is located at the silicon-frame area. 

Table 4.1 summarizes a selection of the membranes with micro zone plates that have been 
fabricated during this Thesis work. The selection includes membranes with zone plates 
that are used, or intended to be used, in the compact x-ray microscopes and that has an 
outermost zone width of 25 or 30 nm. Other membranes with zone plates that have larger 
outermost zone width of 40 nm or above have been fabricated regularly but are not 
included here. 

Apart from design parameters, the measured ellipticity, the angle to the major ellipse axis 
(defined from the positive x-axis), average zone height, and measured drift are given. As 
indicated in the Table, some measurements have not been done or have failed. For some 
early-fabricated zone plates, no proximity correction was done for the outermost zones. 
This gives only partly defined outermost zones and makes the measurement method 
described in Sect. 3.3.6.2 unreliable or impossible. The drift is either measured with a drift 
mark as described in Sect. 3.3.6.3, or by measurements of the position of the center zone 
relative the outermost zone. 
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Membrane 
Name 

 
Year of 

fabrication

Focal 
length f 

@ λ = 3.37 
nm 

Outermost 
zone 

width drN 

Number of 
zones N 

Diameter 
∅ 

Average 
zone height 

Measured 
Ellipticity 

Measured 
total drift 

S1 2003 500 μm 30 nm 500 58 μm 90 nm m. f. m. f. 

S2 2003 500 μm 30 nm 500 58 μm 140 nm - - 

S3 2003 500 μm 25 nm 674 67.4 μm 70 nm m. f. m. f. 

S4 2003 500 μm 30 nm 500 58 μm 120 nm - - 

Mem08 2003 486 μm 30 nm 469 55.5 μm 160 nm 168 nm 16 nm 

Mem11 2003 486 μm 30 nm 469 55.5 μm 150 nm 150 nm 23 nm 

Mem13 2003 486 μm 30 nm 469 55.5 μm 118 nm m. f. m. f. 

Mem51 2003 486 μm 30 nm 469 55.5 μm 146 nm - - 

Mem56 2003 486 μm 30 nm 469 55.5 μm 140 nm - - 

T09 2004 500μm 30 nm 500 58 μm - 829 nm 16 nm  

T13 2004 500μm 30 nm 500 58 μm - 591 nm 15 nm 

T16 2005 500μm 30 nm 500 58 μm 119 nm 138 nm 14 nm 

T17 2005 500μm 30 nm 500 58 μm 95 nm 210 nm 9 nm 

T18 2005 400 μm 25 nm 550 54.5 μm 150 nm 48 nm 7 nm 

T20 2005 400 μm  25 nm 550 54.5 μm 140 nm 145 nm 11 nm 

Table explanations: (-) not measured, (m. f.) measurement failed 
 

Table 4.1. Selection of fabricated zone plates for use in the compact x-ray microscopes. 

The quality of the zone plates should be judged from their performance in imaging and 
diffraction efficiency measurements. Imaging has been done with some of the zone plates 
and an experimental arrangement to measure diffraction efficiency has recently been 
introduced (See Sects. 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). Although not all zone plates have been used in 
applications their relative quality can be judged from SEM-images in combination with 
ellipticity, drift, and profiler measurements as presented in Tab. 4.1. This is valuable for 
choosing the best zone plates for use in applications.  

Figure 4.2 shows the central and the outermost part on a drN=25 nm zone plate on 
membrane T20. See also Paper 3 for SEM-images of a drN=30 nm zone plate on Mem08 
and Paper 6 for SEM-images of a drN=25 nm zone plate on T18. 
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200 nm
 

Figure 4.2. Central part (inserted image) and outermost part of a drN=25 nm zone plate on 
membrane T20. 

Figure 4.3 shows profilometer-scan graphs of the zone plate shown in Figure 4.2. In Fig. 
4.3(a) scans from the front side and the backside of the membrane are shown. The scans 
have been aligned and separated with a distance equal to the membrane plus the plating 
base thickness. In Fig. 4.3(b) the height profile of the nickel is given by the difference 
between the backside and front side scan. A deformation caused by stress in the nickel is 
seen in Fig. 4.3(a). This stress has been observed in all zone plates fabricated since 2004. 
Zone plates, fabricated earlier, such as those on Mem08 (presented in Paper 3) did not 
have a noticeable stress (see Fig. 2, in Paper 3). The origin of, and what changes that 
should be done to avoid the stress are not yet known. No calculations have so far been 
performed on how this will affect the imaging performance. 
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Figure 4.3. Profilometer scans of a 50 μm diameter drN=25 nm zone plate on membrane T20. Left 
graph shows a scans from the front side of the membrane aligned with a scan from the backside. 
Right image shows the zone plate height profile. 
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4.1.2  Efficiency Measurements 

An experimental arrangement for in-house diffraction-efficiency measurements of micro 
zone plates has been introduced in fall 2005.85 The experimental arrangement is based on 
the liquid-nitrogen-jet plasma source and is illustrated in Figure 4.4. In principle, the 
arrangement allows the measurement of incident photon flux on the zone plate via ΦI, and 
the photon flux in the first-order focus of the zone plate Φ1´st. The total efficiency, i.e., 
including substrate absorption, η is then given by ´ /1 st IΦ Φη = .  

The λ=2.88 nm emission-line of the plasma source is selected by a Ti-filter. The filtered 
radiation goes through the zone plate, a reference aperture for measurement of incident 
flux, and a reference aperture with a filter. The first-order zone-plate efficiency is imaged 
on the CCD-detector through a pinhole. Thus, the local efficiency on the zone plate is 
observed. Due to the imaging of the zone plate, the photon-per-pixel count is low 
compared to that given by the reference signal. Therefore, a intensity reduced reference 
ΦRed is needed so that both the reference flux and the first-order flux can be registered 
within the dynamic range of the CCD-detector. 

 

Figure 4.4. Schematic of the micro zone plate efficiency-measurement arrangement. The illustration 
is adapted from Ref. 85. 

The efficiency has so far only been measured for four zone plates on membrane T18, two 
drN=25 nm, and two drN=30 nm zone plates. Figure 4.5 shows local efficiency graphs for 
of these four zone plates. As indicated by the scale bar, dark area corresponds to low 
efficiency and bright area to higher efficiency. 

In general, the highest efficiency is seen in the inner part of the zone plate and it decreases 
radially. This is expected since zone height is lower and the quality of the zones is worse in 
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the outer part of the zone plate. An unexpected square-shaped area with higher efficiency 
and discrete changes in efficiency at certain radii can be observed in the images. The 
square area directly corresponds to a SEM-viewing area of the mold prior to plating. The 
circular ring (most prominent in Fig. 4.6 (b) and (d)) is the inner edge of exposed ring in a 
e-beam hardening process step. We have seen the effect that the zone stability during 
electroplating is better in areas where the mold has been viewed with the SEM. This effect 
is discussed in Paper 6. Therefore, we have done tests where the outer part of the zone 
plate mold is exposed with a dose similar to that of SEM-viewing.  

It also seems like mold areas that have been exposed with the e-beam prior to the 
electroplating results in a slightly higher efficiency. The cause of this gain in efficiency has 
so far not been fully investigated. We have observed that the electroplating rate can be 
slightly higher in areas subjected to e-beam exposure prior to the plating, but no 
correlation between local height and measured local efficiency has been done.  After the 
discovery of this effect, the whole zone plate is always intentionally hardened. The ring or 
square effect is therefore not expected in the future efficiency measurements 

 

Figure 4.5. Efficiency images for four different zone plates on membrane T18. Plot (a) and (b) are 
from drN=25 nm zone plates and plot (c) and (d) are from drN=30 nm zone plates. The square and 
the ring seen in all images (especially in plot (d)) are due to e-beam exposure. The graphs are adapted 
from Ref. 85. 
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A better view of the radial decrease of the efficiency is shown in Figure 4.6. The graphs 
show the efficiency as a function of radius (solid line), and the calculated efficiency 
(dashed line). The calculated efficiency is based on the profilometer-measured nickel 
height. Grey areas around the curves represent the uncertainties. For the efficiency 
measurements, the uncertainty is related to the experimental arrangement. For the 
calculated efficiency curves, the uncertainty is due to the accuracy in the nickel height 
measurements. 

 

Figure 4.6. Rotationally integrated efficiency for the zone plates seen in Figure 4.5. The graphs are 
adapted from Ref. 85. 

4.1.3  Imaging Performance 

Figure 4.1 shows x-ray microscope images of a Siemens star and an 80 nm period grating. 
Both images where imaged with a drN=30 nm zone plate at membrane T09. The Siemens 
star was imaged at a wavelength of 2.48 nm and the grating at a wavelength of 3.37 nm. 
The images where recorded with 1000× magnification and with an exposure time of ~2 
min. The focus was adjusted to the circle of least confusion between the two 
perpendicular astigmatic foci. The inner most spoke period for the Siemens star is 100 nm 
and the nickel thickness is 70 nm. 
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Siemens star 80 nm period grating

1 µm

200 nm

1 m�
1 m�

 

Figure 4.7. X-ray microscope images of a Siemens star and an 80 nm period grating. The Siemens 
star has a diameter of 7.4 μm and the inner periodicity of the spokes is 50 nm. The Images are 
adapted from Ref. 86. 

The experimental work to correlate the interferometer-measured ellipticity with the 
astigmatism seen in x-ray microscope images is in progress. If the interferometer-measured 
ellipticity is compared with the tolerances given in Tab. 2.1, the ellipticity should clearly 
influence the imaging performance. However, other sources of errors such as drift, 
vibration and membrane deformation may influence the images. More imaging 
experiments are needed for a full understanding, and to give quantitative measures of the 
imaging performance of the zone plates. 

 

4.2 Condenser Zone Plates 

4.2.1  Fabricated Optics 

In total three condenser zone plates have been fabricated during this Thesis work. Table 
4.2 summarizes the parameters and the measured total efficiency of these condenser zone 
plates. The first condenser fabricated in 2003 is presented in Paper 4. CZP01 was used in 
the compact x-ray microscope until summer 2005 when it accidentally broke. The two 
newer condensers are now in use for microscopy applications and source imaging 
experiments. 
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CZP name: CZP01 CZP07 CZP09 

Fabrication date 2003-04 2005-10 2005-10 

Focal length (at λ=2.4 nm) 90 mm 

Inner diameter 3.78 mm 

Outer diameter 4.53 mm 

Number of zones 7000 

Innermost zone with 59 nm 

Outermost zone width 49 nm 

Measured total efficiency [%]  
(at λ=2.88 nm) 

3.7% 4.1% ± 0.3% 6.5% ± 0.4% 

Calculated total efficiency [%]  
(at λ=2.48 nm) 

5.5% 4.7% ± 0.9% 7.6% ± 1.0% 

 

Table 4.2. Summary of the condenser zone plates fabricated during the period of this Thesis work. 

4.2.2  Efficiency Measurements 

The total efficiency has been measured for all three condensers. The efficiency 
measurement of CZP01 has been presented in Paper 4. The efficiency of second and third 
condenser was measured with the same experimental arrangement as the as used for the 
MZP’s above (but adjusted for the CZP parameters). Figure 4.1 shows 3-D efficiency 
plots for CZP07 and CZP09. 
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Figure 4.8. Local total efficiencies measured at λ=2.88 nm for the condenser zone plates CZP07 
and CZP09. The Graphs are adapted from Ref. 85. 

The non-uniform efficiency over the different parts of the condensers is proportional to 
the quality of the zones seen in SEM-images. At areas where the efficiency is low, the line-
to-space ratio is far from 1:1. In the corners of the writefields the lines or spaces are totally 
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gone (for example in CZP07) resulting in very low efficiency (see also the discussion in 
Sect. 3.3.6.1 for clarity). The best efficiency is observed for CZP09 at the positive x-axis. 
This corresponds to the first exposed writefields and the focus adjustment was done close 
to this part of the zone plate. 

4.3   Differential-Interference-Contrast Zone Plates 

Figure 4.9 shows an example of a DIC zone plate for use in soft x-ray DIC microscopy. 
Similar optics have been used in Paper 5 and 7. The DIC zone plate is 75 μm in diameter 
and 100 nm outermost zone width. The left image demonstrate the smooth circular profile 
that can be obtained even if the single-pixel lines is used in the pattern design instead of 
the circle mode.  

200 nm2 m�  

Figure 4.9. The inner (left image) and outermost part (right image) of a DIC zone plate. 

 

4.4 Test Objects 

4.4.1  Introduction 

In this subsection a few objects are presented that have been fabricated with some special 
process or process step that is not used in the standard tri-level process. 

4.4.2  Hyperbolic Gratings Fabricated with X-Ray Hardened Polymer 

During the in initial months of this Thesis work a collaboration with the Göttingen group 
resulted in nickel structures fabricated with the tri-level resist including a x-ray hardened 
PEVDB-polymer as mold material.87 The work was done at the division of 
Forschungseinrichtung Röntgenphysk, Universität Göttingen and the x-ray cross-linking was done 
at the x-ray microscope beamline at the Bessy II synchrotron facility. The full fabrication 
process that was used is described in Ref. 34. 
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Figure 4.10 shows one example of a grating with hyperbolically decreasing period. This 
grating was used as test object in Paper 1. The smallest period in the grating is 80 nm and 
has a nickel height of 60 nm. The low nickel height is a result of an under-plated mold. As 
seen in Figure 4.10(b), residual fringes of resist is left between the nickel zones, which is an 
effect from the stripping of an under-plated mold. 

200 nm2 m�

(a) (b)  

Figure 4.10. Grating with decreasing period fabricated with an x-ray hardened mold process. As 
seen in (b) residual fringes is present between the bright nickel lines. 

4.4.3  Siemens Star Fabricated with Single-Layer Resist 

A single layer ZEP 7000 has been used for some structuring instead of the standard tri-
level resist. The advantage is the simplicity in sample preparation and that the process does 
not involve plasma-etch steps for mold fabrication. The disadvantage is the limited aspect 
ratio that can be reached, as discussed in Sect. 3.1.1. Figure 4.11 shows a Siemens star that 
was fabricated with this process. The Siemens star has regularly been used as test object in 
the compact x-ray microscopes. 

(a) (b)

1 m� 200 nm

H2 = 39.75 nm H1 = 50.60 nm

 

Figure 4.11. Siemens star fabricated with a single-layer resist process. 
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The Siemens star in Figure 4.11 has an outer diameter of 7.5 μm and the hole in the centre 
has a diameter of approximately 500 nm. The outer spoke-period is 400 nm and the inner 
is 100 nm. The nickel height is approximately 80 nm. The miss-placement of the spokes 
seen in Figure 4.11(b) is a result of a rather large step size of 6 nm used during exposure 



 

Summary of Papers 

This Thesis is based on the following eight Papers in which the author has been 
responsible for the fabrication of x-ray optics and test objects. He is the main author for 
Papers 3, 6, and 8. In Paper 4, 5, and 7, the author has been actively involved in the 
planning, preparation and fabrication of the optics, but not contributed to the applications 
of the optics. In Paper 1 and 2, the author has been responsible for the fabrication of the 
used test objects. 

Paper 1 presents the design and performance of a methanol-liquid-jet target laser-plasma-
based compact soft x-ray microscope. Test gratings were used for the characterization of 
the microscope. These gratings where fabricated in collaboration with the division of 
Forschungseinrichtung Röntgenphysk, Universität Göttingen, using their specially developed x-ray-
radiation cross-linked copolymer as plating mold. 

Paper 2 demonstrates a wavelet-based denoising procedure to improve the quality and 
contrast of noisy x-ray microscope images. For these experiments the first in-house-
fabricated nickel structures were used as test objects. 

Paper 3 presents the nano-fabrication process that was established at KTH and reports on 
the first zone plate optics and test structures that where fabricated in-house. The in-house 
process combined different process steps adapted from the Göttingen group. 

Paper 4 describes the fabrication and characterization of a condenser zone plate. The 
condenser was fabricated with stitched writefields. Despite large stitching errors and 
pattern distortion caused by off-axis e-beam focus aberration a high diffraction-efficiency 
was achieved. 

Paper 5 reports on an interferometer for water-window soft-x-ray radiation. The 
interferometer is based on a laser-produced plasma source and utilizes a single focusing 
diffractive optical element (DOE). The DOE has a more complex layout than the 
circularly-symmetric micro zone plates, and therefore a single-pixel-line based exposure 
code was used. The exposure code was similar to that in Paper 4, but with more complex 
code generation due to the geometry of the optics. 

Paper 6 reports on the present status (fall 2005) of the nano-fabrication process, and the 
latest fabricated micro zone plate optics. The paper discusses some relevant problems and 
new developments within the in-house nano-fabrication process. Electron-beam 
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lithography issues such as drift and writefield alignment are discussed. Electron beam 
hardening of commercial resists is proposed as an option to increase mold stability. The 
difficulty in electroplating-rate control for high-aspect-ratio structures is discussed, and 
initial results using a visible-light transmission measurements method to control the 
electroplating rate is presented. A zone plate with 25 nm outermost zones is presented. 

Paper 7 presents the design and fabrication of DOE’s for soft x-ray differential 
interference contrast microscopy. The exposure code is similar to the one used in Paper 5 
and the code generation is here described in more detail. 

Paper 8 presents in-situ control methods for reproducible and accurate electroplating in 
high-aspect-ratio nanostructures. The control techniques rely on the combination of 
current control and visible-light-transmission measurements through the electroplated 
nickel structures. The control includes an end-point detection method for determining 
when the mold is completlely filled. 
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